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Lessinger describes the concept of accountability, as applied to educa-

tion, as the "sane qua non for eduCation in the 1970's."1 President Nixon

also endorsed this concept in his 1970 Educational Message.2 DefinitiOnsv

have been offered by Lessinger,3 Lopez,
4

Carvue,
5

Lieberman,6 and Bowers.
7

The increased awareness of this concept within the overall society and

141.th/it the educational enterprise in 'articular has been broupt to the edu-

1

cator's front door as a result of the public's demand to hold schAls (more

specifically educators) accountable for the results (student achievement) with

the money they spend.s Barra identified four "current thoughts and actions"

which resulted from this public peesSure:

1) The new, federally stimulated emphasis on evalation of

school systeus and their programs;

2) The'growing tendency to look at educational enterprises

in terms of cost-effectiveness;

3). Increasing concentration on education for the disadvan-

taged as a priority even for the'schools;

'4) The movement to make" school systemo more directly respon-

sive to their clientele and communities, either by estab-

lishing decentralized community control or by introducing

to Sumer choice through a voucher system.
9

Throughout the educationalptofession a.debate rages over the definitions,

.organization structures, and the degree of reliability measurements used to

gain accountability. Yet, educators agree that some form of "accountability"

is necessary if funding is going to be continued, at least, at the present 11

bevel. Derland argued that before educators, as a profession, can be held

"accountable, they must control access to the field.10 The eventual acceptance

and institutionalization of accountability depends on this. LesSinger, how-

ever, took le;u0 vith this view. Ile descrit .41 educators as being "poorly
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prepared to argue the just claims of professionaltsne .(because) we have

resisted the . ultimate test .of professional competence: proof of results

. . .professionalism. . .goes hand in hand with accountability. .

Most educators support the concept of accountability, yet, some have

voiced opposition to the analogy which appears to be- inherent in the concept,

that of "equating the educational process with the type of engineering process

that applies to industrial production."12
Dyer maintained that the output

of the edUcational process, the student, was never a finitir product,
13

whereas Lessinger developed an entire system and structure basest on "educa-

tional engineering."

Bducaticoalmgineering, as defined by Lessinger, refers to an interdisci-

plinary field, whose goal isthe'operation of the education enterprise in

efficient and effective manner. This could be accomplished through the us4,of

instructional technology together with systems analysis, management by ob-

jectives, contract engineering, logistics, quality assurance, value engi-

.

nearing, and human factor engOering, etc.
4

Lessinger attempted to justify the use of the engineering-industrial

principle in education by stating that,

. . *while the teaching-learning environment differs from

the woild of business and industry, some rationalization of

. the two sub-cultures may be beneficial. A major objective
-4of educational engineering may very well he to arm educa-

tional practitioners with both the technological romp::tense

of essential engineering generalizations, etrategies, end

tools and the professional practite of a successful instructor

or educeeional manager. From this point of view; educational
engineering can be a symbiotic art - a mArrilee of humanism

and teehnology."
14

By it.; very nature, accountability depends on aximum productivity

and efficiency, in both the educational aod economic son r within which

the effectiveness of the eduestional dollar (inpet) vets identified sv. a p6e.

miry fater i.n atte Ilne the 1 .iitttu streleet eceeeyeet (oetpel).

4
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Like Lessinger's performance contracting, cost-effectiveness is one process

.for which accountability is the product. Lessinger focused on "results ob-

tained for resources used. :'15 While Carvue,16 3arro,
/7

Lieberman
'18

and

Duncan
19

focused on the effective use of resources, Barra alone made direct

reference to cost-effectiveness by stating that "the growing tendency [is]

to look at educational enterprises in terms of cost-effectivness."20

Deterline perceived or viewed accountability in education as eventually being

"implemented on an efficient, cost-effectiveness basis. . a

21

The end result of using cost-effectiveness, PITS, systems analysis and

the like, is the accumulation of documented data on actual levels of pro-

ductivity, efficiency and effective use of resources (the educational dollar).

The literature describes several programs and/or organization structures

used to achieve accountability. Lessinger offered an "educational engineering'

program and structure.
22

Dyer developed characteristics of an educational

accounting system based on his "pupil-change model, 23 This theory is based

on the notion of a school as a social system that effects cbhnges of various
t.

kinds in both the children who pass through it and in the'professional per-

sonnel responsible for maintaining the school. The school as a social system

becomes an educational system when its cOnstituentsdpupils, teachers, princi-

pal--work toward some clearly defined pupil performance objectives. The theory

identifies four groups of variables which must be recognized and measured if

one is to develop acceptable criteria of staff accountability: input, educa-

tional process, surrounding conditions,. -and output.

The voucher systcm advocated by tieborpan and BOuers cmphasizcm consumer

Choice. By increasing consumer choice in education, a measure of competition

among schoolt:; will be introduced which presumably will load to inerca-ed

effe-,.Livenogn.
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Finally, Kaufman offered his Educational Process Model. "This model

has been called,a 'System Approach' to Education, representing a closed-loop,

self-correcting process for proceeding from identified needs to predictable

outcomes." The model consists of six sequential steps:

1) identity problem (based on documented need)

2) determine solution requirements and solution alternatives

3) select strategies and tools (from among the alternatives)

`4) implement

5) determine performance effectiveness

6) revise as required25

The concept of accountability has generated many currently unresolved

philosophical and methodological 4controversies. McComas' belief that "achieve-

ment of the learner should be the focal point of analysis and evaluation"26

seems to characterize the essence of the literature on accountability. The

major problem seems to be the_ identification of measurement tools that provide

the necessary "consistency of findings, validity and replication."27
Darr°

encouraged the use of regression analysis, with "result-oriented

data and reason-oriented data"28
which would identify and assign a value tb

effectiveness indicators. Yet, Lopez maintained that measurement development

thus far, has not net even minimum standards of reliability and relevency29

In light of the above mentioned 'problems, Catallmiziao and Wildayskyil

believed that only observableand metsnreable phenometton should be tested by

usitt staedardized tests and significant nurw respectively. (This is fine,

if cv.le. ilIt timos thatall bUrtAlte:verlence is open to such t.,NtsureMent).

in closing, account-ability has potential -uses that have been implied

th.L. tats el dilt1 :40W of whieh were identifiett by linvaine aid Barr°.
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"Comparisons among the measures for various parts of the system

. . .Projections into the future. . . Allocation of resources. . .

Management control. . .and Policy level decisions to name a few."
32

[DurAtinej

"Identification of effeCtive schools. . .Personnel assignment

and selection. . ,Personnel incentives and compensation. .

Improved resource allocation. . .and Program evaluation an4 research."
33

[Barra]

One should mention-that there have been attempts to establish account -

ability systems. The Florida34 and the Texarkana studies dramatically reveal

the complexity of problgms with which accountability is-faced, and which it will
*

.continue to face until such time as the philosophical and methodological prob-

lems are resolved.
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